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Abstract

Background: The a1-adrenoreceptor antagonist prazosin has in many but not all studies been found to be effective for

PTSD associated nightmares, hyperarousal symptoms, and total symptom severity. The particular efficacy of prazosin for

nightmares and hyperarousal symptoms suggests there may be a subset of PTSD symptoms that are more tightly associated

with an a1-adrenoreceptor mediated noradrenergic mechanism, but cross traditional diagnostic symptom clusters. However,

the efficacy of prazosin for individual symptoms other than nightmares and sleep disruption has not previously been

examined.

Methods: In a post hoc reanalysis of a previously published, randomized controlled trial of twice daily prazosin for PTSD, we

examined the relative effect of prazosin on individual items of the CAPS for DSM-IV, and tested whether prazosin respon-

siveness predicted the partial correlation of the changes in symptom intensity at the level of individual subjects. Results were

not adjusted for multiple comparisons.

Results: Prazosin showed the largest effect for distressing dreams, anhedonia, difficulty falling or staying asleep, difficulty

concentrating, and hypervigilance. These items were also (a) of higher baseline severity in the underlying population, and

(b) more related in how they fluctuated at the level of individual subjects. Covariance analysis did not support a clear cutoff

between highly prazosin responsive items and those showing a smaller, not statistically significant response.

Conclusions: In this data set, twice daily prazosin substantially reduced not only nightmares and sleep disruption, but the

majority of hyperarousal symptoms, with some evidence of efficacy for avoidance symptoms. The relationship of baseline

symptom distribution to which symptoms showed significant response to prazosin reinforces the possibility that differences

in a clinical trial’s participant populations may significantly influence trial outcome. The pattern of symptom endorsement at

the level of individual subjects was consistent with prazosin-responsive items sharing a common pathophysiologic

mechanism.
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Introduction

Prazosin, an antagonist of the a1 adrenoceptor (AR), has
been found effective in reducing the symptoms of
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in six randomized
controlled trials (RCTs),1–6 although a seventh RCT of
prazosin for PTSD was negative.7 Prazosin’s use in
PTSD was initially focused on recurrent distressing
dreams (for simplicity, referred to here as ‘nightmares’).8

However, two small-sample crossover RCTs using a
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nighttime-only prazosin dose have also found significant
improvement in the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale
(CAPS) item addressing difficulty falling or staying asleep,3

total CAPS scores,1 and each of the DSM-IV CAPS clus-
ters.1 Among the individual CAPS clusters, the effect size
for the hyperarousal symptoms (cluster D, effect size 0.9;
Table 1) was at least as large as that seen for the re-
experiencing symptoms, the cluster that includes the night-
mare item (cluster B, effect size 0.7).

The first RCT to use a midmorning dose as well as a
nighttime dose was carried out in a parallel group study
in active duty service members (n¼ 32 prazosin, n¼ 35
placebo).5 With this regimen, significant reductions were
seen in nightmares, the total CAPS score and the hyper-
arousal cluster, with smaller, not statistically significant
numerical reductions in the re-experiencing and avoid-
ance clusters. The pattern of the largest efficacy being
spread between the hyperarousal cluster and particularly
the nightmare item of the re-experiencing cluster is
potentially consistent with preclinical findings connect-
ing increased noradrenergic activity and hyperarousal

symptoms,9,10 as well as empirical and basic science find-
ings of a connection between noradrenergic activity and
nightmares.11 However, the idea that prazosin may be
particularly effective for a group of symptoms that are
related to a noradrenergic mechanism of expression, and
that these symptoms cross the boundaries of the symp-
tom clusters as they are defined in both the DSM-IV and
the DSM 5 (Table 1), raise the question of whether the
pattern of symptoms that are the most responsive to
prazosin may not be well-captured within the current
diagnostic system.

The division of PTSD symptoms into distinct clusters
has been controversial,12 with both the clusters them-
selves and some of the items within them changing sub-
stantially between DSM IV and DSM 5.13 Most
attempts to organize PTSD symptoms into meaningful
groupings have been carried out using different methods
for factor analysis – a strategy that looks at whether
certain symptoms cluster together across patients – as
an indication that they are pathophysiologycally or
functionally related.14

Table 1. Categorization of PTSD symptoms by DSM IV and DSM 5.

DSM IV DSM 5

B: Intrusive

recollections/

reexperiencing

B1 recurrent and distressing

recollections

B: Intrusive

recollections/

reexperiencing

B1 recurrent involuntary intrusive

memories

B2 recurrent distressing dreams B2 recurrent distressing dreams

B3 flashbacks B3 flashbacks

B4 psychological distress at expo-

sure to reminders

B4 psychological distress at expo-

sure to reminders

B5 physiologic reactivity upon

exposure to reminders

B5 physiologic reactivity upon

exposure to reminders

C: avoidance/

numbing

C1 avoiding thoughts, feelings or

conversations

C: avoidance C1 avoiding thoughts, feelings or

memories

C2 avoiding activities, places or

people

C2 avoiding external reminders

C3 inability to recall an important

aspect

D: negative alterations

in cognition/mood

D1 inability to recall an important

aspect

– D2 negative beliefs about oneself,

others, or the world

– D3 blame of self or others

– D4 persistent negative emotional

state

C4 decreased interest in significant

activities

D5 decreased interest in significant

activities

C5 detachment or estrangement D6 detachment or estrangement

C6 restricted range of affect D7 absence of positive emotions

C7 foreshoretened future –

D: hyperarousal D1 insomnia E: hyperarousal E6 sleep disturbance

D2 irritability or anger E1 irritable or aggressive behavior

D3 difficulty concentrating E5 problems with concentration

D4 hypervigilance E3 hypervigilance

D5 exaggerated startle E4 exaggerated startle

– E2 reckless or self-destructive

behavior
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Another strategy that may be promising for revealing

symptoms with related pathophysiology is to look at

how individual PTSD symptoms change in response to

pharmacologic interventions. Studies of the effects

of fluoxetine15 and sertraline16 on individual PTSD

symptoms have found largely broad-based efficacy,

but with somewhat stronger efficacy for items pertaining

to mood or cognitive aspects for fluoxetine, and

psychological rather than somatic items for sertraline;

in both studies, insomnia and nightmares were highlight-

ed as items with absent or particularly weak effects.

More recently, Stein et al. performed a factor analysis

of pooled data from two large studies of venlafaxine

versus placebo in PTSD,17 where they found that

venlafaxine also was broadly effective for PTSD symp-

toms, without specificity for particular clusters. They

postulated that looking at the pattern of symptom

response to pharmacologic interventions with a more

specific mechanisms of action might reveal more specific

results.
In this study, we performed exploratory subgroup

analyses using the data from Raskind et al.5

to examine the effect of the selective noradrenergic

receptor antagonist prazosin on each of the 17 individual

items in the CAPS-IV. We used these data to ask

three basic question: First, does prazosin show an

evenly distributed, nonspecific effect on PTSD symp-

toms, or a more specific pattern of effects? Second,

can the variations in responsiveness of different

symptoms be explained simply by the initial distribution

of symptoms in the sample? And third, do the

symptoms that are the most prazosin-responsive also

co-vary at the level of individual subjects, consistent

with a model where these symptoms are pathophysiolog-

ically linked?

Methods

Data

Data were extracted from a 15-week RCT of twice daily

prazosin (n¼ 32) or placebo (n¼ 35) in 67 active-duty

soldiers who met DSM-IV criteria for PTSD following

combat deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan, which has

been previously published (Table 2).5 Data extracted

included the 17 CAPS individual item (sum of frequency

and intensity scores, range: 0-8) and total (range: 0-136)

scores for each participant at each week (0, 7, 11, and

15), group assignment, gender and use of antidepressant

medication. No adjustments were made for multiple

comparisons. All calculations were done using R in

RStudio18,19 and the packages lme4,20 ggplot2,21

EnvStats,22 and boot.23,24

Effect of Prazosin on Individual PTSD Symptoms

The effect of prazosin on individual PTSD symptoms was

addressed via linear mixed effects models, with symptom

as the dependent variable, and the predictor variables

week, treatment group, and a week-by-treatment interac-

tion term, along with terms to adjust for gender and use

of antidepressant medication; subject was treated as a

random effect. A significant (two-tailed p< 0.05) week-

by-treatment interaction indicates a difference in rate of

change from baseline between the prazosin and placebo

group. Following the recommendation of Nakagawa &

Cuthill,25 we defined effect size in clinically meaningful

units as 15-week improvement in the prazosin group

minus 15-week improvement in placebo (Improvement

Beyond Placebo, IBP); i.e., the week-by-treatment inter-

action term multiplied by 15. Confidence intervals were

calculated using the likelihood profile.

Relationship of Measured Response to Prazosin

Versus Symptom Severity at Baseline and Following

Placebo Treatment

We examined whether the difference in efficacy across

individual CAPS items suggests a specificity in how indi-

vidual symptoms respond to prazosin, versus whether

these differences are better explained by (a) a lower base-

line mean score for some items versus others (which

limits room for improvement); (b) a higher response to

placebo for some items versus others; or (c) a combina-

tion of these two, where the baseline frequency of symp-

toms plus their response to placebo together resulted in

insufficient room for a pharmacologic intervention to

result in any further change. We first quantified the rela-

tionship between the effect of prazosin observed for a

given item (i.e., IBP) and the mean rating at baseline for

that item using Pearson’s product-moment correlation

Table 2. Demographic and clinical characteristics of sample.

Prazosin

(N¼ 32)

Placebo

(N¼ 35)

Age (years) 30.0� 6.6 30.8� 6.5

Education (years)* 13.3� 1.9 13.0� 2.1

Male 26 (81%) 31 (89%)

Race

African American 4 (13%) 5 (14%)

Asian 1 (3%) 0

Caucasian 21 (66%) 21 (60%)

Hispanic 5 (16%) 3 (9%)

Native American 0 2 (6%)

Other 1 (3%) 4 (11%)

Major depression 11 (34%) 15 (43%)

Maintenance Antidepressant 10 (31%) 13 (37%)

*Missing value for 3 Veterans in each group.
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based on the n¼ 17 CAPS items. We additionally used

Pearson’s product-moment correlation to quantify the

relationship between IBP and the predicted mean score

at 15-weeks for the placebo group (a measure of how

much room for improvement is left in the placebo group

after 15weeks of treatment).

Pairwise Covariance Analysis

To investigate whether symptoms that are the most

prazosin-responsive co-vary more with each other than

with the other symptoms, we computed the change from

baseline (i.e., slope) for each participant for each of the

17 CAPS items and looked at pairwise correlations of

slopes between CAPS items. Thus, each pairwise corre-

lation coefficient represents the degree to which change

in one item is correlated with change in the second item.

The correlation coefficients were calculated either unad-

justed; adjusted for the items’ baseline values and the

participants’ baseline values for total CAPS score; or

adjusted for the items’ baseline values, the participants’

baseline values for total CAPS score, and the partici-

pants’ change from baseline (slope) in total CAPS

score. Adjusted correlations were computed by fitting a

linear model with item slope as the response variable and

adjustment variables (item baseline value and baseline

total CAPS score; or item baseline value, baseline total

CAPS score, and change in total CAPS score) as predic-

tor variables, computing the residuals from this model,

and computing the correlation between residuals for a

pair of items. As the goal of the analysis was to ask

whether pairs of two highly prazosin-responsive items

covaried more than pairs of one highly prazosin-

responsive item and one non-highly prazosin responsive

item, as would be expected if the highly prazosin-

responsive items are pathophysiologically related, we

began by identifying the items with both statistically

and clinically significant improvement relative to place-

bo (the “highly prazosin responsive” group). Pairwise

correlation coefficients were then calculated separately

for (1) pairs where both items were in the highly prazosin

responsive group, and (2) pairs where one item was in

the highly prazosin responsive group, and the other was

not. We then computed the mean correlation over all

pairwise correlations separately within groups (1) and

(2), and then compared these two average correlations.

The 95% confidence interval for the mean correlation

within a group and the confidence interval for the dif-

ference in mean correlations between groups were com-

puted via bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrapping24

with 5,000 resamples. For each bootstrap: subjects were

resampled (stratified by treatment group), unadjusted

and adjusted pairwise correlations between item slopes

were computed, and then the mean correlation was

computed for groups (1) and (2), along with the differ-
ence in the means.

A secondary analysis further divided the non-
prazosin responsive group into those with intermediate
IBPs (the “intermediate group”) and those with the
lowest IBPs (the “lowest prazosin responsivity” group).
Pairwise correlation coefficients were then calculated
separately for (1) pairs where both items were in the
highly prazosin responsive group, (2) pairs where one
item was in the highly prazosin responsive group and
one item was in the intermediate group, and (3) pairs
where one item was in the highly prazosin responsive
group and one was in the lowest prazosin responsive
group. Finally, the above procedures were also repeated
separately for the participants in the prazosin group
alone and in the placebo group alone.

Results

1. The effect of prazosin was not evenly distributed
among symptoms or symptom clusters

Although the 15-week improvement in the prazosin
group was larger than that of the placebo group for 15
of the 17 items, there was substantial variation in the
magnitude of difference shown across items (Figure 1
and Supplemental Table 1). For the five items with the
largest difference between improvement on prazosin and
improvement on placebo (Improvement Beyond Placebo
[IBP]), this difference was both greater than one unit on
the CAPS standardized rating scale (0-8), and was statis-
tically significantly different from zero using a two-tailed
test at p< .05 (not adjusted for multiple comparisons).
Thus, this group of five items was used for later analyses
that examined the relationships between the most highly
prazosin responsive items and the other items. Three of
the five items in this group, and one of the two items with
trends towards significance, were from the hyperarousal
cluster, while of the four items from the reexperiencing
cluster besides the nightmare item, only physiologic reac-
tivity upon exposure to reminders was even in the top half
by IBP. Thus, these results were not consistent with pra-
zosin having a distributed, nonspecific effect on PTSD
symptoms. Instead, they showed a substantial degree of
variation in the efficacy across symptoms, and a tendency
for hyperarousal items to show higher evidence of efficacy
and reexperiencing items other than the nightmare item to
shower lower evidence of efficacy.

1. The effect of prazosin was largest for symptoms with
high mean severity at baseline and at end of study in
the placebo group

We next examined the relationship between IBP
and the distribution of the individual symptoms’ initial
severity at baseline, and final severity in the placebo
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group – in other words, how much symptom severity

was “available” for the study drug to show improvement

against. We found a strong positive correlation between

IBP and both baseline level of symptom endorsement

(Figure 2(a); R¼ 0.57) and residual symptoms after pla-

cebo (Figure 2(b); R¼ 0.59), consistent with the possi-

bility that at least some of the difference in which

symptoms responded to prazosin was related to the

prevalence of that symptom in the population, and the

degree to which it remained at an elevated level even

after treatment with placebo.

2. Pairs of items that are both highly prazosin responsive

covary more than pairs of items where only one item is

highly prazosin responsive

As described above, pairwise correlation coefficients

(PCC) were used to quantify the degree to which the

change in symptom intensity over time covaried for indi-

vidual pairs of CAPS items (symptoms). When unad-

justed PCC for pairs of items that are both highly

prazosin responsive were compared to PCC for pairs

of items where only one was highly prazosin responsive

(Figure 3(a)), the mean PCC for the pairs of items where

both were highly prazosin responsive (0.57� 0.1 SD)

was significantly larger than that for pairs where only

one was highly prazosin responsive (0.36� 0.23; 95% CI

for difference: [0.07, 0.34]). Although this difference

is consistent with the highly prazosin responsive items

being pathophysiologically linked, it could also be relat-

ed to differences in the baseline severity of these items,

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Improvement beyond placebo (IBP; defined as 15-week change from baseline for prazosin minus 15-week change from
baseline for placebo, based on linear mixed effect model), as a function of the mean rating for that item at baseline. (b) IBP as a function of
the mean final item rating in the placebo group (based on linear mixed effects model), representing the amount of room “left” for an effect.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.

Figure 1. Effect of prazosin on individual PTSD symptoms as described by CAPS for DSM-IV individual item scores (range: 0–8). Change
in CAPS item scores over 15weeks, as calculated by a linear mixed effects model, are given by treatment group with 95% confidence
intervals, adjusted for gender and use of antidepressant medications. The difference between the effect of prazosin and the effect of
placebo, termed Improvement Beyond Placebo (IBP), is presented in the final column with 95% confidence intervals. Items in the dark red
box represent those with an IBP> 1, all of which were also items for which the effect of prazosin was statistically significantly different
from that of placebo with a p< .05, uncorrected for multiple comparisons; this group is termed the “highly prazosin responsive group”
in text.

Hendrickson et al. 5



or in the total severity of symptoms in participants for
whom these items are rated more highly. To reduce the
risk of such statistical confounding, PCC were also cal-
culated with adjustment for both each individual’s
total CAPS and the individual item scores at baseline
(Figure 3(b)). Using these adjusted values, the mean
for pairs where both items were highly prazosin-
responsive (0.58� 0.08) remained significantly larger
than that for pairs where only one item was highly pra-
zosin responsive (0.41� 0.24; 95% CI for difference:
[0.04, 0.25]).

An additional, alternative explanation of the
observed relationships is that the larger PCC values
are a result of the items having been selected for
having a significant response to treatment, such that
any tendency for a particular individual to have a
larger response to treatment across all symptoms,
might result in the symptoms with the largest response
having larger covariance. To address this risk, we com-
pleted two further analysis. First, we recalculated PCC
values adjusting now for each individual’s total CAPS at
baseline, individual item scores at baseline, and change
in total CAPS (Figure 3(c)). Using these further adjusted
PCC values, the mean for pairs where both items are
highly prazosin responsive (0.03� 0.21) remained
larger than that for pairs where only one item was in
this group (�0.10� 0.19), but the difference was no
longer significant (95% CI for difference: [�0.03,
0.23]). This suggests that at least some of the observed
pattern may have been due to the statistical confounding
regarding the selection of items.

Second, we repeated the entire set of analyses sepa-
rately for participants who received placebo and for par-
ticipants who received prazosin. If the observed
relationships were due to the higher likelihood of covari-
ance in items identified as prazosin responsive, we would
expect that we would continue to see similar or even
increased PCC in the group that received prazosin, but
would not see this effect in the group that received pla-
cebo. However, while the direction of the effect remained
the same in all comparisons made, we found that in the
group of individuals who received prazosin, the effect
was not significant for the unadjusted comparison
(Supplemental Figure 1A, means 0.50� 0.14 vs 0.32�
0.30, 95% CI for difference [�0.01, 0.35]), when PCC
were adjusted for baseline item and total CAPS severity
scores (Supplemental Figure 1B, means 0.49� 0.14 and
0.35� 0.33, 95% CI for difference [0.00, 0.29]) and when
additionally adjusted for change in total CAPS
(Supplemental Figure 1C, means �0.03� 0.31 and
�0.10� 0.29. 95% CI of difference [�0.08, 0.25]). In
contrast, in the group of individuals who received place-
bo, the original finding was preserved, with significant
differences seen in the means for the unadjusted PCC
(Supplemental Figure 1D, means 0.59� 0.13 and
0.39� 0.21, 95% CI of difference [0.09, 0.33]), PCC
adjusted for baseline item and total CAPS scores
(Supplemental Figure 1E, means 0.62� 0.11 and
0.44� 0.20, 95% CI of difference [0.10, 0.26]), and
PCC additionally adjusted for change in total CAPS
(Supplemental Figure 1F, means 0.12� 0.24, �0.08�
0.18, 95% CI for difference [0.07, 0.36]).

Figure 3. Covariance of change from baseline in individual symptoms when both symptoms were identified as “highly prazosin
responsive” or when only one symptom was identified as highly prazosin responsive and the other was not, quantified as pairwise
correlation coefficients (PCC). (a) The mean PCC for the pairs of items where both were highly prazosin responsive (0.57� 0.1 SD) was
significantly larger than that for pairs where only one was highly prazosin responsive (0.36� 0.23; 95% CI for difference: [0.07, 0.34]).
(b) Adjusting for baseline symptom scores and total CAPS score at baseline, the mean for pairs where both items were highly prazosin-
responsive (0.58� 0.08) remained significantly larger than that for pairs where only one item was highly prazosin responsive (0.41� 0.24;
95% CI for difference: [0.04, 0.25]). (c) Adjusting for baseline symptom scores, total CAPS score at baseline, and change in total CAPS, the
mean for pairs where both items are highly prazosin responsive (0.03� 0.21) remained larger than that for pairs where only one item was
in this group (�0.10� 0.19), but the difference was no longer significant (95% CI for difference: [�0.03, 0.23]). However, the difference
between groups was significant when only participants who received placebo were analyzed (see text and Supplemental Figure 1F).
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Finally, as the specific threshold to consider a symp-
tom highly prazosin responsive was arbitrarily chosen,
as a secondary analysis we also repeated the analyses
dividing the non-highly prazosin responsive group into
two groups, again based on IBP: those with medium
prazosin responsivity and those with lowest prazosin
responsivity. We then compared the means for the unad-
justed PCC (Supplemental Figure 2A) when both items
were in the highly prazosin responsive group to those
when one item was in the highly prazosin responsive
group and one was in the medium responsivity group
(mean in later group 0.45� 0.16, 95% CI of difference
[-0.04, 0.24]); when one item was in the highly prazosin
responsive group and one was in the lowest prazosin
responsivity group (mean in later group 0.22� 0.26,
95% CI of difference [0.21, 0.52]). The difference in
mean PCC when one item was in the highly prazosin
responsive group and one was in the medium responsiv-
ity group was also significantly different from the mean
PCC when one item was in the highly prazosin respon-
sive group and one was in the lowest responsivity group
(95% CI of difference [0.13, 0.33]). As with the two-
group analyses, these findings were similar when using
PCC adjusted for item and total symptoms severity at
baseline (Supplemental Figure 2B) and were similar
direction but no longer statistically significant when
using PCC additionally adjusted for change in total
CAPS (Supplemental Figure 2C). These findings are
consistent with items that are more prazosin responsive
being pathophysiologically linked, but suggest that the
specific division into highly prazosin responsive items
and items with medium responsivity does not capture a
pathophysiologically relevant distinction.

Discussion

Both clinical and pre-clinical research support an impor-
tant role for noradrenergic dysregulation in the patho-
physiology of PTSD (for review, see Hendrickson and
Raskind8). The available research also suggests that
there may be heterogeneity in which symptoms are medi-
ated primarily by a1 ARs (blocked by prazosin), versus
which are mediated by b ARs (blocked by proprano-
lol).26 Furthermore, some symptoms may be minimally
related to changes in noradrenergic signaling, or only
secondarily related (e.g., if avoidance of reminders is
mediated in part by physiologic arousal in response to
reminders, and physiologic arousal is mediated by nor-
adrenaline). An examination of how individual PTSD
symptoms respond to specific pharmacologic interven-
tion is important for both immediate clinical care
and for our understanding of the underlying
pathophysiology.

In this post hoc analysis, unadjusted for multiple com-
parisons, we found that evidence that prazosin shows

evidence of significantly reducing the majority of
DSM-IV hyperarousal symptoms, including the items
addressing disrupted sleep, difficulty with concentration,
and hypervigilance; a trend towards efficacy for irrita-
bility was also seen. Significant reductions were also seen
in nightmares and diminished interest in activities, with a
trend towards efficacy for foreshortened future. This
suggests that for a population with high baseline preva-
lence of these symptoms, these symptoms are those most
likely to respond to prazosin.

The correlation of efficacy for a given symptom with
that symptom’s baseline prevalence leaves the question
open, however, of whether this pattern of efficacy might
change in a population with a different distribution of
baseline symptoms. This issue is well known in pain
research.27 This type of effect may contribute to the fre-
quent inconsistency in psychiatric research of the results
of RCTs,28 including of prazosin.7 These results also
raise the question of whether prazosin would be effective
for these symptoms in a population that does not meet
criteria for PTSD, such as those with anxiety.

We were also interested in why prazosin might be
more effective for some symptoms than for others –
specifically, whether these data provide support for the
idea of there being a subset of symptoms that are more
closely linked to either disruptions in the noradrenergic
system in general or are more dependent on a1 AR sig-
naling in particular. Our data provided potential support
for this idea in several ways. First, in contrast to the
findings of Stein et al.,17 we found significant variability
in the degree of response of different symptoms to a 15-
week titration of prazosin, with greater efficacy for
symptoms in the hyperarousal cluster than symptoms
in other clusters. This distribution of efficacy is consis-
tent with previous findings suggesting a closer connec-
tion between noradrenergic mechanisms and sleep11,29

and hyperarousal symptoms9,10 in PTSD. Although it
is not possible with this data set to disambiguate the
relative contribution of the baseline prevalence of these
symptoms to this pattern, this could be done in future
work looking at studies done in populations with differ-
ent initial distributions of symptoms.

Second, although the high baseline levels of night-
mares in this study population were directly selected
for as part of the inclusion criteria, there were no inclu-
sion criteria that directly selected for the high baseline
scores on items in the hyperarousal cluster, and this dis-
tribution of baseline symptoms was not seen in the ear-
lier venlafaxine analysis.17 One possible explanation for
this difference in baseline symptom distribution is that
hyperarousal symptoms may simply be more prevalent
in active duty soldiers than in a civilian sample.
Alternatively, the pattern could also be produced if
there were a relationship between the pathophysiology
of nightmares and the other symptoms most effectively

Hendrickson et al. 7



addressed by prazosin, such that the selection of those
with high baseline levels of nightmares resulted in the
selection of a population with high baseline levels of
particularly hyperarousal symptoms.

Third, we hypothesized that if the reason some symp-
toms were more responsive to prazosin than others was
that they were most directly linked to increased signaling
through the a1 AR, and noradrenergic signaling often
increases or decreases generally throughout then brain,
then these symptoms might be expected to fluctuate
together at the level of individuals, as well. To test this
hypothesis, we used partial correlation coefficients
(PCC) to quantify the extent to which any given pair
of symptoms covaried across the population of partici-
pants. Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that
pairs of symptoms where both symptoms were highly
prazosin responsive covaried significantly more than
pairs of symptoms where only one symptom was
highly prazosin responsive.

The PCC analysis has substantial limitations.
Specifically, it is also possible that this type of a finding
could be simply a statistical artifact of the highly prazo-
sin responsive items having higher baseline severity and
greater total change, particularly in the participants who
received prazosin rather than placebo. Supporting this
possibility, we found that the higher degree of covari-
ance between pairs of symptoms where both were highly
prazosin responsive versus where only one was highly
prazosin responsive was no longer statistically signifi-
cant when the PCCs were adjusted for both baseline
symptom severity and the change in total symptom
severity. Surprisingly, however, when we performed
these analyses separately for participants who had
received prazosin versus participants who had received
placebo, we found that the higher covariance of symp-
toms when both symptoms were in the highly prazosin
responsive group was not only still present in the partic-
ipants who had received placebo, but remained statisti-
cally significant when the analysis was adjusted for
baseline symptom severity and change in total symptom
severity. This finding is less consistent with the higher
degree of covariance between highly prazosin responsive
items being a statistical artifact of how the symptoms
were chosen, but is consistent with the original hypoth-
esis that these symptoms are more likely to covary
because they are pathophysiologically related, even in
the absence of pharmacologic perturbation by prazosin.

Another important limitation of this analysis is that
the binary division of symptoms into “highly prazosin
responsive” and not highly prazosin responsive was
made using the relatively arbitrary cutoff of statistical
significance of the difference in mean change in the pra-
zosin versus placebo groups. Even if there is a group of
symptoms which are both more highly prazosin respon-
sive and which share a common underlying

pathophysiology, the symptoms identified here as

highly prazosin responsive may inappropriately exclude

symptoms that were for example of lower baseline sever-
ity in the population or for other reason missed the

threshold for statistical significance. Further, there may

not be a binary division – symptoms, which are clinically
defined, may vary in the degree to which they reflect

noradrenergically driven pathophysiology. To explore

the extent to which the division used for highly prazosin

responsive symptoms appears to reflect a biologically
driven division, we also repeated the analyses dividing

the non-highly prazosin responsive group into a medium

prazosin responsivity group and a lowest prazosin

responsivity group. We found that pairs of symptoms
where one item was in the highly prazosin responsive

group and one in the medium responsivity group covar-

ied significantly more than pairs of symptoms when one

item was in the highly prazosin responsive group and
one was in the lowest responsivity group, suggesting

the specific division between highly prazosin responsive

symptoms and symptoms with medium responsivity
does not correspond to a clear biologic division, and

that many of the symptoms that displayed an interme-

diate prazosin responsivity may also share a common

underlying pathophysiology.
There are a variety of potential mechanisms that

could produce the observed pattern of a group of symp-

toms showing both more prazosin-responsivity and

more association with each other in their degree of
change at the level of individuals. First, there may be

multiple neurotransmitter systems disrupted, with some

symptoms being more related to noradrenergic dysregu-
lation than others. This possibility would be consistent

with evidence for both noradrenergic and serotonergic

disruptions in PTSD.30 Second, different symptoms may

depend on different parts of the noradrenergic signaling
pathways for their expression,8 with the a1 AR blockade

of prazosin blocking only a subset of noradrenergically

modulated symptoms. Similarly, previously published

analysis of the same trial examined here has found evi-
dence suggesting that heterogeneity in the role of a1 AR

upregulation in PTSD symptom production may be

associated with who is more responsive to prazosin.31

Finally, the distribution of symptom responses seen
here could also result if there were a direct connection

between noradrenergic dysregulation and some symp-

toms, such as hyperarousal symptoms, while other

symptoms, such avoidance and decreased engagement,
were secondary, learned responses to the experience of

the initial, more directly noradrenergic symptoms. In

this situation, you might see much more coherent and
consistent decreases in directly produced symptoms,

while the change in secondary symptoms might be

more gradual and variable.
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These analyses have important limitations. They are
post hoc analyses, based on a relatively small data set.
The statistical issue of false positives associated with
performing post hoc subgroup analyses in clinical trials
is well documented.32–36 However, as Alosh et al.37 point
out, in many instances subgroup analyses were critical
for discovering new treatments or revising the popula-
tion for treatment use. We therefore present our findings
as suggestions for hypotheses to test in future clinical
trials. It will be particularly important to test whether
these findings are consistent in other affected popula-
tions, or whether a change in selection criteria, military
service status, or baseline symptom distribution signifi-
cantly change the results. In addition, a larger sample
would allow for meaningful clustering and factor
analyses.

Conclusions

Despite methodological limitations, these results demon-
strate the potential utility of item covariance as a novel
strategy for identifying pathophysiologically-related
symptoms in clinical trial data, and lend support to the
presence of a pathophysiologically-related grouping of
PTSD symptoms that crosses the diagnostic symptom
clustering as defined in both the DSM-IV and DSM 5.
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